## ENROLMENT SCHEDULE

**2nd Semester SY 2012 - 2013**

### CNHS
- **October 22**: 1st Year (A.M.) (Bellen to Tolosa)
- **October 23**: 2nd Year (A.M.) (Aboque to Vargas)
- **October 23**: 3rd Year (P.M.) (Abitia to Yuson)
- **October 24**: 4th Year (A.M.) (4BSN1-Abocato to Zaballa)
  (P.M.) (4BSN2-Abion to Yazon)

### CBMA
- **October 22**: 1st Year (A.M.) (Abetria to Poniente)
  (P.M.) (Posiquit to Zepeda)
- **October 22**: 2nd Year (P.M.) (Abejuro to Forcadela)
- **October 23**: 2nd Year (A.M.) (Forte to Zaballa)
- **October 24**: 3rd Year (A.M.) (Abarientos to Azupardo)
  (P.M.) (Bacho to Ollet)
- **October 24**: 3rd Year (A.M.) (Orosco to Yoo)
- **October 24**: 4th Year (A.M.) (Abache to Chanliongco)
  (P.M.) (Chiquillo to Yanson)

### PI
- **October 22**: 1st Year (A.M.) (Abejuro to Madrona)
  (P.M.) (Magallon to Yba)
- **October 23**: 2nd Year (P.M.) (Abad to Broquezai)
- **October 23**: 3rd Year (A.M.) (Brosos to Sapeda)
  (P.M.) (Sarmiento to Zambrano)
- **October 24**: 3rd Year (P.M.) (Abaroa to Panilo)
- **October 24**: 4th Year (A.M.) (Pantino to Yanzon)
  (P.M.) (Abion to Orgas)
- **October 24**: 5th Year (P.M.) (Abotanatin to Yap)

### CASE
- **October 22**: 1st Year (ALL PROGRAMS) (A.M. - A to L)
  (P.M. - M to Z)
- **October 23**: 2nd Year (ALL PROGRAMS) (P.M. - A to C)
- **October 24**: 3rd Year (ALL PROGRAMS) (A.M. - D to M)
  (P.M. - N to Z)

### SCHOLARS
- **Scholars**: October 20, 2012 (A.M. Only)
  - **8:00-9:00**: Abache - Barredo
  - **9:00-10:00**: Basa - Estalar
  - **10:00-11:00**: Estorninos - Nuez
  - **11:00-12:00**: Jniec - Mae - Yba

### SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
- Abriqué - Barizo
- Baroma - Manlapas
- Mariño - Perez
- Rivera - Yanson